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Big, old and (sometimes) visionary--Chicago architects ponder the next 100 years

Here's a very fast take on the "Big. Bold. Visionary: Chicago Considers the Next Century" show that opened

today as part of the Burnham Plan centennial. Actually, it's a two-part take:

1) A lot of the stuff on the walls is as fresh as day-old doughnuts.  At best, you've read about it in the papers

before (Friends of the Parks' "Last Four Miles" plan or the Burnham Memorial contest winner). At

worst, architects pulled the material out of their drawers to market themselves rather than think seriously

about the future of the city or the region. Why are they and the show's organizers wasting our time?

2) A lot of the stuff on the walls is fresh, at levels both big and small. Brad Lynch and David Brininstool

envision public transit vehicles floating on an umbrella of magnetic energy (above), freeing CTA land for

green space. Robert Benson offers a plan (below) that would tear down the elevated and put up a sustainable mag-lev train whose supports would extend like green

croquet wickets throughout the city. 

 Keith Campbell suggests a new pier extending outward from 18th Street, echoing the profile of Navy Pier, but

providing housing and marinas that would make this pier a real part of the city, not a tourist trap

(below). Linda Searl would erect temporary structures on vacant lots in troubled neighborhoods--the

structures would contain police annexes, convenience stores and day care centers--to plant seeds of

rejuvenation (bottom of post).

So this show, curated by Chicago architect and

educator Edward Keegan, is by no means great. Even

the worthy plans have no implemenation strategies, as

Daniel Burnham and Edward Bennett's great 1909 Plan

of Chicago did. They're simply pie-in-the-sky ideas (or 

transit-floating-in-the-sky ideas), "kites" floating up

there for us to contemplate.

But the better plans make the show worth a look, if

only because they will help spur debate about the real

issue of the Burnham Plan centennial: Not that we

should carry out the 100-year-old plan as though it

were Holy Writ, but how we take Burnham's

principles--a vital public lakefront, an efficient transportation network and a city form that encourages good living (rather than just making money)--and apply them

to the realities of today.

Here's a link to a digital version of the show, put together by the Burnham Plan Centennial Committee, which sponsored the show in conjunction with the City's

Department of Cultural Affairs. The show runs through October 4 and is located on the first floor of the city's Tourism Center at 72 E. Randolph St. Admission is

free. I'll be writing a full review next week that will appear in the Tribune's LIVE! section. Feel free to weigh in yourself over the next few days. 
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Pie in the sky or not, at least the ideas continue to be generated and discussed in Chicago. I'm a Chicago native (and architecture junkie) who has endured living in Phoenix, AZ these last

five years. The built environment, public transportation, and livability in general are simply neglected (or not discussed in a meaningful way) as part of the conversation here. Be thankful

for what you've got, Chicago, and keep striving for more. It could be worse -- you could be in Phoenix

Posted by: Annastasia Beaverhausen | September 04, 2009 at 07:52 PM

Protect Grant Park and find a more sensible traffic-wise location for the Children's Museum.

I like the idea of a new marina, if it's sustainable; and the troubled neighborhoods section can be an asset if done well.

Posted by: ChicagoGal | September 04, 2009 at 10:31 PM

Next 100 years? I think the planet will be in deep trouble in a 100 years due to global warming. And America will no longer be the a strong nation. Watch out for China! Look back in

history, the Chinese have always been the world's economic power. Only recently has their nation fallen behind. With their population boom and economy, they will take over the world.

100 years from now if Chicago is even habitable, everyone will probably be speaking Chinese.

Posted by: sonya | September 05, 2009 at 12:43 AM

saw the show. there are some nice drawings. but as far as vision is concerned, it is really a range of pixie dust to turds; with the turds clearly wining. i'm not sure what mr. b would think

about all of this effort at folly.

Posted by: lookingforvision | September 06, 2009 at 04:36 PM
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